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Webex is a tool to enable meetings and connections with your
students.  Please follow these guidelines when utilising Webex with
your students

Use Webex Meetings with students for discussions, class meetings
and building connections/checking in

Use your Webex Personal Room to create:

Follow Webex Timetable when scheduling regular meetings with
students.

Please notify _________ (Admin member) of any planned meetings
prior to sending out the Email invitation to students to ensure they do
not clash with other classes.

Record all Webex sessions and save in a designated folder in
Connect to allow students to access this in their own time 

 

 

 

-        Stand alone videos of yourself for students
-        Audio/Video over documents/your computer screens/whiteboard
-        Save these into Connect for your students to access 
-        These can then be accessed by students at their discretion rather                         
          than being a live meeting
           

 

 

     - This will help any students who cannot join the meeting due to
        connection issues or who wish to re-watch the meeting
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 Clearly label recorded sessions with the date/time/topic

Notify students a week in advance via EMAIL INVITATION or
Connect NOTICES of any upcoming or regular meetings

Set your preferences up prior to the meeting

As students enter the meeting Stop their Video if they have it turned
on by RIGHT CLICKING near their name and clicking STOP VIDEO

 

 

     - Open a scheduled meeting 10 mins prior to starting the meeting to 
        modify your preferences.
     -  Click on PARTICIPANTS at the top of the page and tick any 
         preferences that you want such as:
     -  MUTE ON ENTRY
     -  ASSIGN PRIVILEDGES (Communicate – untick other participants 
        if you don’t want students to talk to each other during meeting 
        HIGHLY RECOMMENDED)
        (Participants – assign privileges to participants such as the ability 
         to Print/Save/Annotate/Share Documents/Record)
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Please use the following guidelines for Connect to ensure consistency across the school.

Provide a Weekly Work Plan

Create a notice regarding this that is scheduled to go at on Friday (for the following week)
at 4pm.  This will give parents (particularly working parents who are at work by 9am
Monday morning) and students time between Friday and Monday morning to map the work
into a weekly plan

Specific instructions (that parents & students can follow) as to what needs to be completed

Provide a clear explanation of where to access lesson requirements on Connect

Provide links or attachments of support resources for your lessons

Clearly label all information with dates or weeks that they relate to

If anything new is added, write it in a NOTICE, as this sends an automatic email to
parents.

Indicate clearly what information is to be sent back and how to send it         

 - for assessment purposes

 

 

     - This can be weekly tasks or daily tasks
     - Allow for flexibility as families may have different responsibilities 
         and roles
 

     - Keep the language simple
     - Ensure they would know where to start and in what order to do 
       everything
 

     -  Make everything obvious (such as “You will find it in CONTENT 
        section in WEEK 1 TERM 2 LESSONS)
 

 

  

 

      - for accountability (ie have they done it, just sighted, no marking necessary) 






